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Summary
Coles guideline update
Since the early 2000’s the Australian market has looked forward to generating retail ready
packaging (RRP). This is the generic term used for a packaging mechanism that allows retail to
merchandise product on shelf, on display, retail floor or end of aisle options.
Here at Coles the retail trade unit used for this purpose is referred to as “Shelf Friendly Packaging”
(SFP). This term is used to describe transit packaging that can be used on shelf, or as above without
the need to remove the individual sales units from the shipping container.
The aim of this update is the continued awareness to suppliers and packaging companies who
supply the Coles business, that the SFP is a crucial part of our continued business, to ensure that
packaging is a key contributor to not only safer and easier shelf replenishment, but also a safer
more efficient supply chain.

Update Reiterations and changes
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The standard carton depth of 2 cases per shelf will stay and has improved instore
efficiencies and replenishment. (page xxx)
The one-piece die cut SFP is now commonplace, but at Coles we have a strong preference
for the tray and hood style packaging. (page xxx)
We have set a max weight of 10kg per SFP to ensure the safety of our team members.
We have a strong preference for “No Tape” to be showing on or around the front of the SFP,
when displayed in the retail format chosen. (page xxx)
We have not changed the shelf dimensions. (page xxx)
The existing front profile, pillar width and height guidelines will now be considered as
guidelines only. The SFP will be the responsibility of the supplier to ensure stability of
product being supplied in a one piece or hood and tray format, with a sample or prototype
to be shown for agreement prior to supply to Coles stores. (page xxx)
The SFP raw materials will be reviewed as required to ensure Coles 2020 targets. (page xxx)

Change timings
Most will be working within these current standards to assist the Category Manager and team in
ensuring a safe and efficient retail space for customers and team members alike,
If you have any concerns out the updates outlined in this document, please discuss with your
Packaging Technologist.
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Introduction
It is essential that Shelf Friendly Packaging (SFP) containers are ‘fit for purpose’, to prevent product
damage, and ensure team member safety through the supply chain and that the optimum cubic
space is filled on pallets to achieve distribution efficiencies. (Page xxx)
In addition, Shelf Ready Packaging must deliver the fundamentals contained within this document
to ensure we achieve maximum replenishment efficiency in stores and make it easier and safer for
our customers to identify products to purchase. The more expedited a product is replenished to
shelf, the better its availability and therefore sales opportunity.
These guidelines have been designed to be used to compliment the ECRA’s Retail Ready Packaging
Edition 3 Toolkit and Carton Identification Guidelines (www.ecraustralaisa.org.au) to ensure you
have all the information you need to develop best practice SFP.

Shelf Friendly Packaging at Coles is an expected outcome
for these reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ease of replenishment
Improved stock rotation
Improved product availability
Safer team member environment
Ease of purchase and enhanced experience to the shopper
Conveys the product identification and adheres to all statutory and Coles Supply chain
requirements from coding and descriptive content.
Compliance with environmental Legislation and Coles 2020 recyclability commitment.
Maintain Brand identity.
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SFP Functional Requirements
The best SFP is one that has been designed with the specific product inner packaging, strength, and
distribution and supply chain taken into consideration. There are many processes, materials and
possible combinations to utilise in this process but below are the top 5 by industry.

Coles – 5 Steps to a great SFP
1.

Easy to Identify
✓ To be recognisable quickly
✓ To have clear SFP identifiers
✓ Printed on all sides to communicate product
✓ All barcoding based on GS1 TUN specifications
✓ Relevant Coles branding where applicable
✓ Barcodes must be visible on 2 or more sides
✓ No tape on descriptive print or front panel.

2.

Easy to Open
✓ To be able to be opened without tool where possible
✓ To have clear SFP opening instructions
✓ Where possible the opening should be intuitive
✓ Location of opening or access point quick
✓ No excess tape covering opening perforation - 1-piece
SFP.
✓ No strapping around shipper SFP
✓ Finger holes located for ease of opening – 1-piece SFP
✓ All perforations to tear cleanly without damage to
print
✓ All components must be easily folded flat for disposal
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Coles – 5 Steps to a great SFP
3.

Easy to Replenish

✓ SFP cartons easily transferred to shelf in one step
✓ SFP to have stability when loading products onto shelf.
✓ SFP will have number of facing product, indicative of sales
rate.
✓ Trade unit (SFP) does not exceed 10kg in total weight.
✓ SFP should be designed to fit minimum of 2 deep on shelf.
(page xxx)
✓ Initial product easy to remove

4.

Easy to Shop

✓ Retail pack product description must be clearly visible.
✓ Retail product unit of measure must be clearly visible.
✓ Be able to remove / return product easily.
✓ Front branding graphic to maximise size and shape.
✓ Print quality to be as determined by product tier (COB)
✓ Where possible limited corrugated raw edge post display.
✓ Where product is layered in SFP, side pillar to be at 2/3rd height

5.

Easy to dispose & (or) recycle

✓ Single piece die cut SFP sections to be easily separated.
✓ Reduce or remove all unnecessary packaging from the SFP.
✓ Ensure all correct Australian recycling Logos are printed on
SFP.
✓ Materials used to be FSC / PEFC certified and ethically
sourced.
✓ Inks to be water based or soy or vegetable based.
✓ Must meet or exceed Australian Packaging Covenant
guidelines.
✓ Must comply with Coles 2020 statement re recycling.
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SFP Design Fundamentals
Initial consult thought process
Product suppliers who have a long-standing partnership with a packaging manufacturer should
have an idea of SFP packaging once the initial retail unit has been developed.
The best packaging companies will be involved with the product supplier and the Coles Product
developer at the initial consult to give advice on supply chain considerations, Pallet utilisation and if
international supply, container utilization either on pallets or hand packed. A tray and Hood / Single
SFP with Perforation / Glued base and Hood / machine erect tray and insert could be used as an
example.

From the initial discussions the material selection and design style can be based on:
•
•
•
•
•

The total weight of shipped product.
Retail product packaging make up.
Retail placement
End to end supply chain
Supply chain environment. (Ambient / Chilled / Frozen)

Corrugated board is the base material for most SFP packaging over 1.5kg – 2.5kg where high
strength solid board materials can be utilised in fully recycled or kraft clay coated FFB.
Flute profile of the corrugated materials will be determined again by the criteria as discussed
above. Where high quality SFP print is required Litho- Laminated fluted SFP material will be sourced
with the printed sheet to be 100% recycled material.
Where Strength is required a thicker flute profile may be required. The supplier must work with the
SFP supplier to accurately manufacture the correct specification required without allocating
materials or components that are not required.
The basic SFP packaging will be supplied with a specification sheet outlining the physical design
including all measurements in a 2D diagram as well as where able 3D renders of the SFP in closed
and open display format. Preferably with retail units placed inside for review by the Coles Category
Manager / Product Developer / Packaging Technician and where required the Snr Structural
Packaging Technologist for review and or sign off.
Where the product is known but not to Coles a review of the current supply chain and SFP
specification will be required and reviewed prior to Business award.
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SFP Design Fundamentals
Coles – 5 Supply Chain considerations
1.

Design and Sustainability

✓ SFP solution must be suitable for retail pack.
✓ SFP design and Material selection to suit weight.
✓ SFP design and Material selection to suit supply chain.
✓ If the retail pack adds structural integrity to the SFP.
✓ For tray and shrink options, the shrink must encompass the
product ensuring it is fully intact at end of supply chain
✓ IF temperature is crucial through the supply chain, ensure
correct ventilation and air circulation are considered.
✓ Raw materials will accommodate the product requirements.
✓ At all times raw materials will be kept to a minimum grams per meter square and unless
specified by Coles constructed in recycled materials.

2.

Material Selection & Supply Chain

✓ It is critical to ensure an appropriate strength packaging board grade is selected to ensure
strength.
✓ Board grade must be able to be stacked multiples high without the bottom SFP bowing or
warping.
✓ Where greater strength is required, higher material percentage should be in the inside liner and
fluting medium.
✓ Where strength, chilled, humid conditions are prevalent, a kraft or Virgin fibre board should be
selected.
✓ As a rule, the SFP empty will be able to withstand 4.5 times the load placed upon it in transport
and warehousing. (strength factor) **
**The “Strength Factor” is a direct calculation of the empty corrugated box compression value
divided by the total static weight applied.
Where actual or theoretical Box compression is 225kg and static weight on bottom carton is 50KG.
225/50 = Safety factor of 4.5 (If the compression value is not for a die cut SFP Multiply result by
0.8).
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Coles – 5 Supply Chain considerations
3.

Easy Open Perforations

✓ The placement of each perforation is done so
to avoid intrusion to barcodes and vendor /
product information
✓ Considerations are to be made to ensure the
correct perforation and style of tear off design
is used: small variations in size and placement
can significantly impact the carton strength
and performance through supply chain.
✓ It is essential to conduct transport tests to
determine if SFP design is suitable for the
supply chain end to end process. Where
damage is noted consider size, location, total
number or overall design, without
compromising ‘Easy to Open’
✓ Where applicable some packaging suppliers
have angled, wave or saw tooth options that may compromise opening process and retaining
more strength.

4.

Barcoding and Identification

✓ Product must be easily identifiable in DC
environment, with all relevant product and
vendor information visible.
✓ Appropriate GS1 specifications are met for
TUN and other trade unit barcodes.
✓ All barcodes must be easily scanned and
presented on two adjacent sides at a
minimum.
✓ Barcodes must not be obscured by tape,
perforations or any other obstruction.

5.

Handling and Transportation

✓ The SFP carton must withstand the rigors of an
automated packing and supply chain process.
These may include: Erectors, fillers, conveyors,
sortation trays, palletising, robotic picking and
forklift transportation and loading.
✓ SFP needs to withstand the proposed supply chain
conditions: ambient, chilled or frozen.
✓ Product filled perforated SFP pallets should never
be double-stacked on transport or in warehouse to
avoid carton crush and product damage.
✓ Can the SFP be easily lifted by store team members
and integrated on instore mixed item pallets?
✓ A Failure in the SFP creates cost, waste and interrupts the supply chain.
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Coles –Supply Chain – Palletisation and Compression
Product suppliers who have a long-standing partnership with a packaging manufacturer should
have an idea of SFP packaging once the initial retail unit has been developed.
The Pallet and or Container utilisation and SFP strength are linked.
The product weight is extrapolated by the number of units in an SFP creating what is known as
“Unit Load”.
Product weight = 600g x 12 per SFP - Therefore Unit Load = 7.2kg + SFP weight ~800g so total unit
load = 8kg.
SFP is loaded 6 high on a Pallet meaning the bottom SFP carton is required to accommodate 40kg of
static weight.
If the SFP is perforated the theoretical or actual compression value of the SFP is required to be 30%
higher than the calculated compression value.

Total SFP weight 8kg

40kg

Bottom SFP is required to have a minimum
compression value of 235kg. when a safety
factor of 4.5 is used +30%.

If the SFP is to be Brick stacked or
Staggered on a pallet then the SFP
safety factor increases to a value
of 6 NOT 4.5 as normal to
accommodate the forces being
placed on the load bearing panels.
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SFP Design Types
Tray & Hood
The Tray and Hood design is not only the easiest and preferred style of SFP, it is also the first style
used and is predominantly used for products that are self-sufficient in stacking strength.
•
•
•
•

Glass jars
Plastic filled bottles
Lightweight products
Irregular shaped products

Where possible, TUN/EAN 14 barcode is to be printed on all 4 sides.
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SFP Design Types
Tray & Wrap (Shrink)
The Tray & Wrap or Tray & Shrink design is often used for products that are self-supporting. This
style lends itself to that packaging where it can fill out the tray and be branded well enough to
ensure team members can locate product back of store.
•
•
•
•
•

Glass jars
Tin cans
Larger plastic jars / bottles with sealed lidding
Trays can be square, or machine erect octagonal to follow shape and add strength
Labels should be applied to a minimum of 2 adjacent sides, preferably all four.

Where possible, TUN/EAN 14 barcode is to be printed on all 4 sides.
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SFP Design Types
Angled Tray & Hood
The Angled Tray & Hood design is often used for products that are in a non-supporting unit pack,
taller and unstable, or products that are lightweight and double or triple stacked. This style lends
itself to that packaging where it can fill out the tray and be branded well enough to ensure team
members can locate product back of store.
•
•
•
•
•

Bagged product
Shaped plastic bottles i.e. spray bottles
Lightweight carton, tub or jar
Hood often in brown and angled tray high quality Litho.
Hood should be taped to sides not front and back as not to
disrupt print

When stacked products are being packed the side ledge must cover
1/3rd of the product.
Where possible, TUN/EAN 14 barcode is to be printed on all 4 sides.
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SFP Design Types
One Piece Perforated RSC (carton)
The one-piece perforated RSC or carton should where possible, be fully die cut on a flatbed die
cutting machine to ensure the quality and consistency of the perforation and tear characteristics.
Suppliers using a rotary die cut process to add perforation to a standard RSC carton either post
printing or in line as part of a flexographic folder gluing process will supply SFP samples off tool for
trial prior to full order fulfilment.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All products can be placed in this style SFP
Cheapest style SFP.
Material selection is critical dependant on supply chain and product weight.
Can be Brown, white or Litho-Laminated depending on product.
SFP should be glued top and bottom flaps to add to overall strength.
Perforations and design shape should be created to suit the product, based on a standard.
Front lip should never be less than 30mm to inhibit transit issues
Side Ledge width to be no less than 30mm.

When stacked products are being packed the side ledge must
cover 1/3rd of the product.
Solid board can be utilised for SFP if the total weight is 2kg or
less in weight, or product size is too small for Fluted carton
options. Ask your packaging suppliers about the option to use
micro flutes either “E” or “F” flute profiles.
Where possible, TUN/EAN 14 barcode to be printed on 4 sides.
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SFP Design
Types
One Piece Perforated RSC
(carton) cont.
ONE PIECE PERFERATED SHIPPER
This one-piece SFP packaging
specification shows the correct
way to set up an RSC for SFP
design.
Note the height of the side ledge
to cover th product and ensure
the stacked product does not fall
out but is easily removed.
Three thumb or finger holes at
front and sides of the SFP are
there to ensure ease of
perforation tear and removal of
top section.
Instructional diagrams on the top
flap to help team members in the
safe and efficient removal of the
to be recycled top section.
Product is printed and easily
identifiable on all faces to ensure
correct picking back of store.
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SFP Design Types
Die Cut Tray (machine or Hand erect)
The machine Erect, and manual Tray and Hood design is not only the easiest and preferred style of
SFP, it is also the first style used and is predominantly used for products that are not self-sufficient
in stacking strength.
This may or may not be the case and the volume of product or the print quality aspirations may also
be a valid reason to use this style of SFP. Hi quality Litho-laminated cartons to plain octagonal trays
for shrink wrap where the product does the selling.
Flatbed die cutting is essential for the quality of edge look and feel. Where possible all exposed
areas should be folded so as not to see the raw board edge.
Stickability is the other great reason to choose this style of SFP packaging.
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Packaging SFP
Is it shelf ready?
Shelf Fit
Pallet Fit

Check the standard shelf size and look to
create a product that can unitize in such a
way to maximise shelf depth.
Consideration should be given to the
palletisation of the SFP during the product
development phase to ensure maximum
utilisation of Pallet / Container / shelf depth
and facings. This will reduce overall logistic /
handling costs.
It is also important to understand the area
the product will be merchandised and how
it will be shopped.

Construction

All SFP cartons should:
•
•
•
•

•

Packaging &
assembly

Carton Seal

Freezer Ctns
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•
•
•
•

Have no perforations unless unavoidable
Be constructed of fully recyclable
materials.
Be constructed of material that has been
calculated to prevent in transit damage.
Where the SFP is 2 pieces, ensure the base
and lid and strong enough based on the
contents to withstand shelf stacking and
full supply chain.
Have considerations for chilled and freezer.
Have no perforations unless unavoidable
Be constructed of fully recyclable
materials.
Be constructed of material that has been
calculated to prevent in transit damage.

If tape must be used, the preferred
format is side to side. Or Glued.
Labels and/or Tape must be stable at -25c
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Opening Instructions
Simple and clear illustrations can help provide efficient and correct opening of shelf friendly
packaging. The best location for a graphic opening instruction is on the top flap or panel of the SFP
carton or hood.
Examples of opening instructions used on Coles Own Brand products are shown.
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SFP Carton dimensions
Shelf Friendly Packaging aligns closely with the optimal product count in each carton. Work with
your Coles Category Manager and expanded technical team to best determine the best carton size
based on product size and number per SFP.

Product and Shelf Fit
•
•
•
•

The number of facings is dependant of product size and rate of sale.
Carton depth will be designed to have the shelf ready packaging 2 deep
In most cases it is beneficial to have a rear window in the back of the SFP to view the product
behind.
For stacked products in a Tray or Die cut carton with removable top, the top of the side ledge
must sit 1/3rd Hight of the upper most product.21-May-19
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Shelf depths
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Front Profile
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What good looks like!
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Materials
Corrugated Board
Corrugated or cardboard as it is also
referred to, is the Most commonly used
material for SFP packaging. Variations in
overall thickness and board grammage
have large impacts on material and
overall SFP strength and ease of teat
along perforations in a one-piece SFP.
Print is often basic flexographic print on
brown or white outside recycled or kraft
liners. For high quality print a
lightweight Clay coated Litho-laminating
board used and often Offset printed.

Outside Liner – recycled or Kraft
corrugated paper or Correx.
Manufactured with starch or

Inside Liner – recycled or
Kraft corrugated paper or
Correx.
Manufactured with starch-

Corrugated Medium – specially
designed to hold shape and not
delaminate to give max
strength

Corrugated Board
Profiles
Different flute profiles in corrugated
board have unique characteristics that
make them more suited for individual
packaging tasks than others.
SFP packaging is generally suited to a
“B” flute profile where protection is
required, and the product can share
some of the load characteristics through
the supply chain.
Where strength of SFP to combat
supply chain complexities or distance is
required the “C” flute profile is
required.
For bulk products of a heavy nature a
higher specified ‘C” flute is deemed
better than moving to a double wall
construction, unless it is a Tray and
Hood design which requires no
perforations.
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Materials
Carton Board
Solid Bleached Sulphate, made from bleached chemical pulp, usually has a
mineral/synthetic coated top surface in one or more layers (C1S). It often has
a coating on the reverse side (C2S) and is a medium density board with better
printing properties for graphical and packaging end uses. It is easily cut, hot foil
stamped, creased, and embossed. Other properties like being hygienic and pure with
no smell and taste, make it usable for flavour sensitive products
like chocolate, and cosmetics.
Folding Box Board
Folding Box Board, aka FBB, is classified as GC.
and has 3 subtypes however these are not categorised by bulk but by the colour on
the reverse.
FBB is produced with bleached coated fibres on the top layer with the reverse layer
being white (GC1), cream (GC2) or brown (GC3).
FBB is used in direct contact food packaging, pharmaceutical packaging and
cosmetic packaging.
Coles would recommend if you require a cost-effective quality board.
Duplex is classified as GD.
There are 3 GD subtypes categorised based on bulk.
This paper is produced using two layers of fibres - a bleached and coated layer on
the top and an unbleached uncoated fibre on the reverse.
Duplex is commonly used in non-direct contact food packaging such as cereal boxes,
household good packaging and electronic packaging.
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Materials
Plastics
Shrink / Stretch films should be transparent to ensure instant product recognition
at back of store for team members. It should be PE based where possible, and at no
point will Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) or derivatives be allowed.
Separate labels (a minimum of 2) is required to carry product information (item
code, barcodes etc)

Plastic SFP inserts can be transparent or coloured (not black) and manufactured
to a specification and material choice that is recyclable and /or contains a minimum
of 30% post-consumer waste. PET or rPET is the most acceptable ridged plastic that
Coles will accept, and at no point will Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) or derivatives be
allowed.
Where PET is not available a discussion with the Product Technologist is required to
understand other alternatives.
Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) tray or insert, is not allowable and alternatives are to
be sought. These could be Corrugated trays or liners or PET mouldings.
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Further Information

The following website links are useful for further information on choosing
appropriate types of Shelf Ready Packaging:

www.ecraustralasia.org.au
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